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Front velocity in models with quadratic autocatalysis
Vladimir K. Vanaga) and Irving R. Epstein
Department of Chemistry and Volen Center for Complex Systems, Brandeis University, Waltham,
Massachusetts 02454-9110

~Received 8 July 2002; accepted 13 August 2002!

Front propagation is studied in several reaction–diffusion models based on the Oregonator model of
the Belousov–Zhabotinsky reaction. Each system involves autocatalysis (X→2X), termination
(2X→0) and consumption of the autocatalyst (X→0, X1Y→0), augmented with interconversion
(X↔R) between the autocatalystX and a rapidly diffusing unreactive species R. We investigate the
dependence of the front velocity on the diffusion coefficients of X and R, the interconversion rates,
and the other kinetic parameters, when the system possesses either one or two stable steady states.
© 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1511728#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent discoveries of standing waves, accelera
waves, antispirals, and packet waves in the Belous
Zhabotinsky~BZ! reaction dispersed in aqueous nanodro
lets of water-in-oil Aerosol OT microemulsion~BZ–AOT
system!1–3 call attention to the need for deeper understand
and analysis of this system, one of whose most signific
features is the presence of species which can diffuse at
different rates. A simple model of the BZ–AOT system1 ac-
counts for many of the experimentally observed phenome
The model is obtained by augmenting the well-know
Oregonator model~O1!–~O5! of the BZ reaction4 with two
new reactions~O6! and ~O7!.

A1Y→X k1 ~O1!

X1Y→P k2 ~O2!

A1X→2X12Z k3 ~O3!

2X→P k4 ~O4!

B1Z→hY k5 ~O5!

X→R kf8 ~O6!

R→X kb8 ~O7!

where A5BrO3
2 , X5HBrO2, Y5Br2, Z is the oxidized

form of the catalyst, B is the sum of malonic and bromom
lonic acids, R is BrO2

" radical ~or Br2O4) in the oil phase,
and P represents unreactive products. The overall forw
reaction~O6! consists of production of R in a water dropl
@HBrO21HBrO3→2BrO2

" (or Br2O4)1H2O] followed by
interfacial transfer of the product from the droplet to the
phase through the surfactant shell. The overall back reac
~O7! involves interfacial transfer from the oil phase into
droplet and then reaction of R with the reduced form of
catalyst, Cat (Br2O4→2BrO2

" ,BrO2
" 1Cat→HBrO2), inside

~or at the interface of! the droplet. In most studies of th
Oregonator, the concentrations of A and B are taken to
constant, and X, Y, and Z serve as the variables.

The diffusion coefficients of the water-soluble spec
~X, Y, Z, A, and B! are equal to the diffusion coefficien

a!Permanent address: Center for Photochemistry, Russian Academy o
ences, Novatorov str., 7A, 117421, Moscow, Russia.
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(1028– 1027 cm2/s) of entire droplets or clusters of drop
lets, while the diffusion coefficient of the oil-soluble speci
~R! is about 1025 cm2/s.5 The very different diffusion coef-
ficients of X and R,DX andDR, respectively, raise the ques
tion of how the velocity of reaction–diffusion waves i
the BZ–AOT system depends on these parameters. For
Oregonator model~O1!–~O5!, the wave velocityc is essen-
tially determined by the rate of the autocatalytic step~O3!
and is given by the Fisher–Kolmogorov equation6,7 for the
minimum velocity, cmin , of a propagating front with qua
dratic autocatalysis~see also Ref. 8!

cmin52~DXk3@A# !1/2. ~1!

In the full system~O1!–~O7!, we have the additional specie
R with a diffusion coefficientDR much larger thanDX .
What effect does the presence of this species have on
velocity of front propagation?

This problem has implications beyond the BZ–AOT sy
tem. Therefore we reformulate it more generally. A specie
is formed autocatalytically. There are reactions in which t
autocatalyst is consumed. Another form of the autocatal
species, R, is unreactive, i.e., R does not take part in
reactions other than interconversion with X. R can diffu
much more rapidly than X. A biological analog is the pr
duction by organisms such as mushrooms, bacteria or pl
of inactive forms, e.g., spores or seeds, which can be rap
spread by the wind. We have not found in the literatu
including a recent comprehensive review on chemi
waves,9 a treatment of the generic behavior of systems w
fast inactive and slow active forms of the autocatalyst
activator species.

In this paper we analyze how front propagation depe
on kf8 andkb8 , which characterize the transformation betwe
the reactive and unreactive forms of the autocatalyst, as
as on the other parameters of system~O1!–~O7!. To focus
the problem more clearly, we neglect for the moment
dynamics of Y, i.e., step~O5!, which is responsible for the
negative feedback in the BZ system, and step~O1!, in which
Y acts to generate X. We take@Y# in step ~O2!, the decay
reaction, to be constant. Under these assumptions, we ob
the following scheme:
ci-
8 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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X→2X ka ~O38!

2X→P1 k4 ~O48!

X→P2 kd8 ~O28!

X→R kf8 ~O6!

R→X kb8 ~O7!

with corresponding equations for front propagation in t
case of quadratic autocatalysis with ‘‘slow’’ X and ‘‘fast’’ R
species:

]@R#/]t5kf8@X#2kb8@R#1DRD@R#, ~2!

]@X#/]t5ka@X#2kt@X#22kd8@X#2kf8@X#1kb8@R#

1DXD@X#, ~3!

whereka5k3@A# is the effective rate constant of autocata
sis,kt52k4 is the termination constant, andkd85k2@Y# is the
effective decay rate constant,kd8,ka . In one spatial dimen-
sion, the LaplacianD is ]2/]r82, wherer8 is the coordinate
along the direction of front propagation. The system~2!, ~3!
has one unstable steady state,@X#15@R#150, and one stable
steady state,@X#35(ka2kd8)/kt , @R#35kf8@X#3 /kb (@X#2

will appear later!. This system is an intriguing one, because
gives rise to a large average displacement of R(>(DRt)1/2)
and a small shift of the X-front (>t(DXka)1/2) for times t
!DR/(DXka) that significantly exceed the characteris
time of autocatalysis,ka

21. Transition of R into X far beyond
the front and the possibility of autocatalytic growth of X fo
small initial values of X may lead to a significant increase
the velocity of the propagating front, which transforms@X#1

into @X#3 , above the value predicted by Eq.~1!. We analyze
this problem in Sec. II.

Another model, which is more faithful to the Oregonat
takes into account the effects of the negative feedback
introducing an additional term,2kout@X#/(Km1@X#), re-
placing Eq.~3! by Eq. ~4!,

]@X#/]t5ka@X#2kt@X#22kd8@X#2kout@X#/

~@X#1Km!2kf8@X#1kb8@R#1DXD@X#. ~4!

This modification transforms the unstable steady state@X#1

50 into a stable steady state@X#150 and an unstable stead
state@X#2 . The resulting bistable system~2!, ~4! is analyzed
in Sec. III.

Finally, by making the steady state approximatio
d@Y#/dt50, we obtain@Y#5(kout/k2)/(@X#1Km), where
kout5hk5@B#@Z#, andKm5k1@A#/k2 . Using this expression
and including all steps in the Oregonator model~O1!–~O7!,
we have

]@X#/]t5ka@X#2kt@X#22kout~@X#2Km!/~@X#1Km!

2kf8@X#1kb8@R#1DXD@X#. ~5!

The system~2!, ~5! is also bistable, but with nonzero stab
steady states@X#1 and @X#3 . It, too, is studied in Sec. III.

System ~2!, ~3! corresponds to the so-called ‘‘pulle
case’’ of front propagation in the classification suggested
Ben-Jacob10 and employed in subsequent publications.11–14

In this case, the front propagates into an unstable steady
@@X#SS5@R#SS50 for Eqs. ~2!, ~3!#, and any velocityn
greater than or equal to a minimum valuenmin yields a solu-
Downloaded 13 Nov 2002 to 129.64.99.133. Redistribution subject to A
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tion to the corresponding differential equations. The simpl
one-variable example of front propagation, described by
following general equation:

]@X#/]t5F~@X# !1D@X#, ~AW!

wheredF(@X#)/d@X#[F8(@X#)51 at @X#50, was studied
by Aronson and Weinberger.15 They showed that the fron
velocity asymptotically approaches the valuenmin52 @more
exactly,nmin52(F8(0))1/2] for a localized initial perturbation
of the unstable steady state.

Based on a ‘‘linear marginal stability’’ hypothesis, De
and Langer16 and then van Saarloos12,13 showed how the
front velocity nmin can be found for more complex~usually
one-variable! equations, as long as the front still propaga
into an unstable steady state. The ‘‘marginally stable’’ velo
ity nmin has the property that all fronts with velocityn
.nmin are stable to perturbations, but fronts withn,nmin are
unstable.

Systems~2!, ~4! and ~2!, ~5! belong to the ‘‘pushed
case,’’11 in which the propagating front switches one stab
state to another~an unstable steady state lies between
two!. For this case, simple linear stability analysis
insufficient.17 We will compare our computer simulation
with linear stability analysis for both cases.

II. SYSTEM WITH A SINGLE STABLE STEADY STATE

A. Linear stability analysis

If there is no interconversion of autocatalyst,kf85kb8
50, then the velocity of front propagation for Eq.~3! is8

c5cmin~12kd8/ka!1/2, ~6!

wherecmin is given by Eq.~1!. For the two-variable system
~2!, ~3!, the front velocity,n, may be found by linear stability
analysis8,18,19 of the steady state solutions of the ordina
differential equations obtained by introducing the movi
coordinateh5r2nt.

First, we rewrite Eqs.~2!, ~3! in dimensionless form,
substituting new variablest5kat, x5(kt /ka)@X#, r
5(kt /ka)@R#, andr5(ka /DX)1/2r8,

]x/]t5 f ~x!2kfx1kbr 1Dx, ~7!

]r /]t5kfx2kbr 1dDr , ~8!

where f (x)5(12kd)x2x2, kf5kf8/ka , kb5kb8/ka , kd

5kd8/ka , d5DR/DX , D5]2/]r2. In this dimensionless no
tation,cmin52.

The linear stability analysis of~7!, ~8!, which involves
converting the two partial differential equations to four firs
order ordinary differential equations by first introducing t
moving frameh5r2nt and then defining variables equal
the h derivatives of the concentrations, is identical to th
found in Ref. 19 and gives the following characteristic equ
tion:

g~l,n![l41l3n~111/d!

1l2~d f~x!/dx2kf1n2/d2kb /d!

2l~n/d!~kb1kf2d f~x!/dx!

2~kb /d!d f~x!/dx50. ~9!
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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The system has two steady states,xss
(1)50 and xss

(3)5(1
2kd), corresponding, respectively to the steady states@X#1

and @X#3 of Eqs. ~2!, ~3!. Statexss
(1) , on which we focus,

gives exactly one positive (l1) and one negative eigenvalu
for all values of the parameters.19 The other two eigenvalue
may be either complex or real. The second steady statexss

(3)

5(12kd) gives four real eigenvalues, two negative and t
positive @Fig. 1~b!#.

FIG. 1. Typical dependence of eigenvalues of Eq.~9! on front velocityn.
Parametersd5100, kf50.1, kb51, kd50. ~a! Behavior of positive eigen-
valuel1 ~curve 1! and imaginary part of complex eigenvaluel2,3 @curves 2a
(Im(l2,3)/10) and 2b# for the steady statexss

(1)50. At kf51, pointsA andB
merge atn50, and only pointC remains@see Fig. 2~a!#. ~b! Eigenvalues for
the steady statexss

(3)5(12kd).

FIG. 2. Dependence of velocity of front propagationn on parameterskf ,
kb , kd , andd for systems~2!, ~3! and~2!, ~4!. Bold lines are velocitiesnA

and nC at pointsA and C, respectively@shown in Fig. 1~a!# obtained for
system~2!, ~3!. Solid lines ‘‘L’’ in ~d! and~e! are velocitynC for system~2!,
~3! at DX50. Dashed lines without symbols~which nearly coincide with
bold lines! are velocities nA and nC for system ~2!, ~4! at small
Km(51024) and kout(50.01); dashed linenB in ~a! shows velocitynB at
point B in Fig. 1~a!. All lines without symbols~e.g.,nA , nB , andnC) are
obtained by linear stability analysis. Velocities obtained by computer si
lation of PDE~2!, ~3! and~2!, ~4! at Km50.01,kout50.02 ~identical results
are obtained atKm51024, kout50.01), are shown as ‘‘23’’ and ‘‘24’’ by
open diamonds and filled diamonds@or triangles in~h!#, respectively. Open
diamonds are not connected by line but lie on curvesnC . Cross~3! in ~d!
and~e! marks velocityn obtained by solution of PDE~2!, ~3! at DX50. ~i!
Dependence ofkb

cr on dcr for kf,1, wherekb
cr is shown by arrow in~e!.

Parameters are given in Table I.
Downloaded 13 Nov 2002 to 129.64.99.133. Redistribution subject to A
If Eq. ~9! were to possess a pair of complex eigenvalu
for xss

(1) , the system would oscillate aroundxss
(1)50, which

would result in negative concentrations, which is physica
impossible. The values ofn at which complex eigenvalue
emerge@pointsA, B, andC, corresponding to velocitiesnA ,
nB , and nC in Fig. 1~a!# are therefore of special interes
since they allow us to determine the physically allow
range for the velocity of front propagation. The physica
meaningful values ofn, where all eigenvaluesl are real~and
all but l1 are negative!, fall between pointsA andB or to the
right of point C in Fig. 1~a!.

The variation ofnA and nC with some of the system
parameters is shown as the bold lines in Fig. 2~Table I!. We
see that whenkf,1 @actually, whenkf1kd,1, see Fig. 2~f!#
andkb,d/2 @kb8,kad/2, see Figs. 2~e! and 2~h!#, the veloci-
tiesnA andnC coexist. The smallerkb , the more pronounced
the difference betweennA and nC . At higher values ofkf

~whenkf.1), pointsA andB coincide with the origin in Fig.
1~a!, and all values ofn less thannC give complex eigenval-
ues. The slower velocitynA is very close toc/cmin in Eq. ~6!
with kd8/ka replaced bykd1kf , i.e., nA is proportional to
DX

1/2. The faster velocitynC attains its maximum,nmax, at
kf5kb . More detailed analysis reveals that

nmax>cmind
1/2/2. ~10!

Figures 2~g! and 2~h! show thatnC /cmin is proportional to
d1/2 ~i.e., nC is proportional toDR

1/2) at kb,d/2, but with a
coefficient of proportionality that depends onkf andkb . For
example, these coefficients are 0.496, 0.391, and 0.315
curves 1, 2, and 3, respectively, in Fig. 2~g! ~when kf51),
and 0.495, 0.21, and 0.068 for curves 1, 2, and 3, resp
tively, in Fig. 2~h! ~whenkf50.1). Figure 2~f! demonstrates
that nC and nA depend onkd as nC5n0C(12kd)1/2 and nA

5n0A(12kf2kd)1/2, wheren0C andn0A are equal tonC and
nA , respectively, atkd50. These relationships are analogo
to Eq. ~6! and have a simple explanation. For quadratic a
tocatalysis, the front velocity is proportional to (Dkauto)

1/2

@see Eq.~1!#, whereD is the relevant diffusion coefficien

-

TABLE I. Parameterskf , kb , kd , andd of models~2!, ~3! and~2!, ~4! used
in Fig. 2.

Parts and
curves kf kb kd d

a vara 0.2 0 100
b var 1 0 100
c var 10 0 100
d var 100 0 100
e 0.1 var 0 100
f 0.2 0.2 var 100

g1, g1s 1 1 0 var
g2 1 0.1 0 var
g3 1 10 0 var
h1 0.1 0.1 0 var

h2, h2s 0.1 10 0 var
h3 0.1 100 0 var
i1 0.01 var 0 var
i2 0.1 var 0 var
i3 0.5 var 0 var
i4 0.9 var 0 var

avar5variable.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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andkauto is the effective pseudo-first-order rate constant
autocatalysis. VelocitiesnC and nA may be written asnC

5constant3@DRh(kf ,kb)(12kd)#1/2 and nA5constant
3@DX(12kf2kd)#1/2, whereh(kf ,kb) is some function of
kf and kb . The dependence ofnC on kf is more complex
than that ofnA @see Figs. 2~a!–2~d!#. For kf,kb , nC @i.e.,
h(kf ,kb)] increases withkf . When kf.kb , nC begins to
decrease, and forkf@kb , nC varies askf

21/2 @h(kf ,kb)
5constant3(kf /kb)21/2#. In contrast,nA always varies with
kf and kd as (12kf2kd)1/2, because reactions X→0 and
X→R play the same decay role forX.

If we definekb
cr anddcr as the values at whichnC andnA

merge@see Figs. 2~e! and 2~h!#, we find thatkb
cr5c(kf)d

cr, as
shown in Fig. 2~i!, where for larged(d.10), c(kf) is of
order 1 and depends only onkf ; for example,c(kf)50.4,
0.6, 1.2, 1.5, 1.6 atkf50.01, 0.1, 0.5, 0.8, 0.9, respectivel
For kf.1 or kb.c(kf)d @i.e.,kb8.kac(kf)d], linear stability
analysis gives only a single velocity of front propagation.

The limiting case of Eqs.~2! and~3! whenDX50, which
is formally equivalent tod5` in Eqs.~7! and ~8!, provides
some insight into the significance ofnc . The analysis,19

which is similar to that of Eqs.~7! and ~8! ~though here we
have only three coupled first-order equations to deal wi!,
gives the following characteristic equation:

l31l2~n1~12kd2kf !/n!1l~12kd2kf2kb!

2kb~12kd!/n50. ~11!

Again, one eigenvalue,l1 , is always positive, and its depen
dence onn resembles curve 1 in Fig. 1~a!; i.e., l1 monotoni-
cally decreases withn. Now, however, curve 2a is absen
and complex eigenvalues appear only between the analo
pointsnC andnB ~which we designatenCL andnBL , respec-
tively!. Whenkf,1, the imaginary part of the complex e
genvalues looks like curve 2b in Fig. 1~a!, while for kf.1,
only pointnCL is present, i.e., a pair of complex eigenvalu
exists for alln,nCL . Numerical solution reveals thatnCL

andnBL coincide withnC andnB , except whennA is close to
nC .20 We see in Figs. 2~d! and 2~e! that nCL ~curvesL! is
smaller thannC and nA at smallkf(kf,1) @Fig. 2~d!# and
large kb(kb.d/2) @Fig. 2~e!#. In the limit of kf→0 or kb

→`, the front velocity vanishes forDX50; it equalsnA ~or
cmin) for positive DX . We conclude that the velocitynC

found by linear stability analysis of system~2! and~3! is the
front velocity for the limiting caseDX50 and depends only
on DR; i.e., whenDX50 the front is ‘‘carried by’’ the spe-
cies R.

B. Computer simulations

In addition to the linear stability analysis, we also int
grated the partial differential equations~PDE! ~7! and ~8!
using FlexPDE,21 in which a Newton–Raphson iteration pro
cess is used with a variable time step and mesh. FlexP
refines the triangular finite element mesh until the estima
error in any variable is less than a specified tolerance, wh
we chose as 1026, at every cell of the mesh. Calculation
were performed on a quasi-one-dimensional rectangle
width 1 and lengthL, whereL5100, 200, or 400; the longe
rectangles being used for broader fronts. The initial con
Downloaded 13 Nov 2002 to 129.64.99.133. Redistribution subject to A
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tions were chosen as@R#05kf@X#0 /kb , @X#05@X#3 at 0
,r,L/100 and@X#050 at all other points. No-flux bound
ary conditions or fixed-value boundary conditions with@X#
5@X#3 , @R#5kf@X#3 /kb were used at the left boundary an
@X#5@R#50 at the right boundary~the front propagates
from left to right!. Using no-flux boundary conditions at bot
borders yields the same result, since the lengthL is large
relative to the characteristic length scales of the system.

At kf50, the calculated front velocity coincides with th
theoretical value, Eq.~1!, and the front is quite sharp~Fig. 3,
curve 1!. The width of the front increases withkf ~Fig. 3,
curve 2!. Simulations of system~2! and~3! reveal that at any
kf andkb the calculated velocities~open diamonds in Fig. 2!
coincide with the theoretical valuesnC . Even atkf,1, when
two velocitiesnA and nC coexist @see Figs. 2~a!, 2~b!, and
2~e!#, the front velocity is equal tonC and depends onDR

rather than onDX .
Calculations on system~2! and~3! at larged(>100) and

at DX50 give nearly identical values ofn, except at smallkf

and largekb . Results for this case are shown in Figs. 2~d!
and 2~e! by crosses, which lie on the theoretical curvesL
(nCL).

III. BISTABLE SYSTEMS

A. System „2…, „4…

We first modify Eq.~3! by introducing the small addi-
tional termkout@X#/(Km1@X#) to produce Eq.~4!. This term
mimics reaction~O2! if we set @Y#5(kout/k2)/(km1@X#),
but unlike the more complete Eq.~5!, which includes the
term arising from reaction~O1! and which we consider be
low, it maintains the steady state at@X#50. The significance
of this state is that it allows one to invoke the argument t
velocities leading to complex eigenvalues in the linear s
bility analysis are not physically meaningful, since the sy
tem cannot oscillate about a zero concentration. Coup
with the dependence of the positive eigenvaluel1 on n, this
situation allows us to employ linear stability analysis to s
lect nA andnC as the stable velocities for wave propagatio
We expect the wave front for system~2!, ~4! to have the
same dependence on the system parameters as the fro
system~2!, ~3! as kout→0, except when the existence of
threshold concentration of@X#, below which autocatalysis
cannot start, becomes significant.

FIG. 3. Front profiles for stationary regimes of front propagation in syst
~2!, ~3!. Parameterska51, kt50.01, kd50, kb51, L5100, DX50.01,
DR51, kf5(1) 0, ~2! 20.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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1. Linear stability analysis

The effect on the steady states of adding this new te
with relatively smallkout andKm , andkout/(ka2kd8) .Km is
shown in Fig. 4~a!. The unstable steady state@X#150 is
transformed into a stable state@X#150 and an unstable
steady state@X#2 . Under these conditions,@X#2>kout/(ka

2kd8) 2Km . The difference between@X#2 and @X#1 is the
threshold concentration of@X#. In the calculations below, we
takeka51, so we can replacekf8 by kf , kb8 by kb , kd8 by kd ,
andt by t.

We carried out a linear stability analysis of system~2!,
~4! analogous to that performed for system~2!, ~3!, but with
d f(x)/dx5ka2kd22kt@X#SS2koutKm /(Km1@X#SS)

2 in the
characteristic Eq.~9!. For the stable states@X#SS5@X#1 and
@X#SS5@X#3 the dependence of the eigenvaluesl on n re-
sembles that shown in Fig. 1~b! in that all eigenvalues are
real and vary monotonically withn. For the unstable stat
@X#SS5@X#2 , the behavior of the eigenvalues is analogo
to that shown in Fig. 1~a!, and the dependence ofnA andnC

on the parameters mirrors that shown in Fig. 2. For smallkout

and very smallKm , whenkout/Km.100,nA andnC depend
on the parameters as they do in the monostable case
small kout and Km , when kout/Km only slightly exceeds 1
~e.g., kout50.02, Km50.01), nA and nC show quantitative
differences~e.g.,nC decreases atkf,1), but the qualitative
behavior does not change. Although the steady state con
tration @X#2 is positive, and whenl is complex small ampli-
tude oscillations around@X#2 are possible in principle
@X#2→@X#150 as kout→0, and the velocitiesnA and nC

may still give a good approximation to the actual velocity
the front, despite the fact that the argument regarding c
plex eigenvalues is applied here to thenonzerosteady state
@X#2 . We analyze this question numerically in the next s
tion. To find exact expressions for the velocity of the fro
that connects two stable steady states, other mathema
methods may be applied,8,9,14,17which yield a discrete spec
trum of possible velocitiesn front . These techniques~analo-
gous to solution of the Schro¨dinger equation! are beyond the
scope of the present paper.

2. Computer simulation

The quasi-one-dimensional partial differential equatio
~2!, ~4! were numerically integrated on a rectangle of leng
L and width 1 with initial conditions@R#05kf@X#0 /kb ,

FIG. 4. ~a! Dependence ofd@X#/dt on @X# for system~2!, ~3! ~curve 1! and
~2!, ~4! ~curve 2!. Parameterska51, kt50.01, kd50, Km51024, andkout

51022. ~b! Dependence of stable steady states@X#1 and@X#3 and unstable
steady state@X#2 on kout for system~2!, ~4! at ka51, kt50.01,kd50, and
Km50.01.
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@X#0.@X#2 for 0,r,L/100 and@X#0,@X#2 at all other
points. Zero-flux boundary conditions were used at the
boundary and@X#5@R#50 at the right boundary~the front
propagates from left to right!.

The front velocity depends strongly onkf and kb . The
simulated velocityn ~shown in Fig. 2 as ‘‘24,’’ filled sym-
bols! coincides with nC when kf.1 (kf8.ka) or kb

.c(kf)d, and, also in agreement with the results of line
stability analysis,nmax>(DRka)1/2 at kf5kb . However, when
kf,1 andkb,c(kf)d @see Figs. 2~a!, 2~b!, and 2~e!#, n is
significantly smaller thannC , lies betweennA andnC , and
n→cmin at very smallkf . This behavior differs dramatically
from that found for system~2!, ~3!. We conclude that the
threshold@X#22@X#1 plays a crucial role for smallkf andkb

@kf,kb , kf,1, kb,c(kf)d# and that the velocity found by
linear stability analysis of the unstable steady state@X#2 is
not a good approximation to the actual velocity. Howev
for largekf or largekb , this threshold is not important.

The inequalitykf8.ka (kf.1) is similar to the condition
kd8.ka . The forward interconversion reaction X→R and de-
cay reaction X→0 both consume the autocatalyst, but diff
in that the latter reaction is irreversible. The inequalitykd8
.ka implies termination of autocatalysis and leads to a z
front velocity @propagation failure, see Eq.~6!#. The inequal-
ity kf8.ka means that the autocatalytic species X is unable
serve as the front-propagating species, because its inter
version to R outpaces its autocatalytic production. Thus,
front propagation now depends critically upon the diffusi
of R. Therefore, the calculatedn coincides withnC at kf

.1.
The inequalitykb8.kac(kf)d arises from the competition

between the interconversion reaction R→X and the diffusion
of X and R. The characteristic diffusion length for X may b
estimated asl X5(DX /ka)1/2. The characteristic time for R to
diffuse a distancel X is l X

2 /DR. This time may be compared
with the characteristic time for transformation of R into X
(kb8)

21. If ( kb8)
21, l X

2 /DR @which is equivalent, within a fac-
tor of order unity, tokb8.kac(kf)d], we have equilibrium
between X and R. Under these conditions, linear stabi
analysis gives the correct results and the profile of@X# coin-
cides with that of kb@R#/kf , while for small kb8 @kb8
,kac(kf)d# and smallkf8(kf8,ka), the equilibrium condi-
tion kf@X#5kb@R# does not hold.

The dependence ofn on kd @Fig. 2~f!# is well described
by the expressionn5n0(12ke f2kd)1/2, whereke f is a small
constant that depends onKm andkout, andn05n at kd50.
Figures 2~g! and 2~h! demonstrate thatn is proportional to
d1/2, as predicted by linear stability analysis, forkb8/ka

,c(kf)d.

B. System „2…, „5…

If we assume that@Z#5constant and make the stead
state approximation with respect to Y in the full syste
~O1!–~O7!,22 we obtain system~2!, ~5! with kout5hk5@B#
3@Z#. System~2!, ~5! differs from system~2!, ~4! primarily
in that the stable steady state@X#1 now occurs at a nonzero
concentration. We expect the dependence ofn on kf , kb , and
d to resemble that shown in Fig. 2 for system~2!, ~4!, if @X#2
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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is close to@X#1 . In this section, we focus on the dependen
of n on kout and Km , which determine the unstable stea
state concentration@X#2 .

The steady states of this system are given by Eq.~12!.
The behavior for a typical set of parameters is shown in F
4~b!,

d@X#/dt5ka@X#2kt@X#22kout~@X#2Km!/~@X#1Km!

50. ~12!

When @X#2 and @X#3@Km , they may be approximated a
@X#2,3>0.5(ka6@ka

224ktkout#
1/2)/kt . When @X#!ka /kt ,

@X#1 and @X#2 are given by @X#1,2>0.5(kout/ka2Km

6@(kout/ka2Km)224Kmkout/ka#1/2). Bistability can occur
only when kout lies between kout-min>Km(3181/2) and
kout-max>ka

2/4kt . For this range ofkout, Eq. ~12! may be
written in the form

d@X#/dt5kt~@X#2@X#1!~@X#2@X#2!

3~@X#32@X# !/~@X#1Km!. ~13!

Note that for the one-variable system described by the cu
equation: ]x/]t5(x2x1)(x2x2)(x32x)1]2x/]r2 ~where
x1,x2,x3), the front velocityn front is given by ~see, for
example, Refs. 8 and 14!

n front5~x11x322x2!/~21/2!. ~14!

We studied the dependence ofn on kout at a single value
of Km . Our results are summarized in Fig. 5~Table II!.
Curve 1 in Fig. 5 is a reference curve forkf5kb50 @and can
be compared with Eq.~14!, see curve 0 in Fig. 5#. In all

FIG. 5. Dependence ofn on kout for system~2!, ~5!. Parameterskf andkb

are shown in Table II,ka51, Km50.01, kt50.01, DX50.01, DR51, cmin

52(kaDX)1/250.2. Curve 5 represents two nearly identical curves forkf

50.2 obtained with different values ofkb . Curve 0 is normalized velocity
obtained from Eq.~14!, wherex1 , x2 , andx3 are shown in Fig. 4~b!.

TABLE II. Parameterskf andkb for model ~2!, ~5! used in Fig. 5.

Curve kf kb

1 0 0
2 0.2 0.2
3 1 0.2
4 5 0.2
5 0.2 1
5 0.2 0.04
6 5 1
7 100 100
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cases,n decreases withkout or, equivalently, with the thresh
old for transition, @X#22@X#1 . The sensitivity of n to
changes inkout ~measured as]n/]kout) depends onkf and
kb . If kf is less than 1, but not so small that the diffusivity
R makes no contribution to front propagation~curves 2 and
5!, thenu]n/]koutu is large at smallkout; whenkf.1 ~curves
4 and 6!, u]n/]koutu is small at smallkout. This behavior
arises from the different modes of wave propagation at sm
and largekf . Whenkf.1 and@X#2 is small (kout is small!,
the velocityn coincides withnC , which is determined pri-
marily by the diffusion of R, for which there is essentially n
threshold or barrier. Whenkf,1, the contribution ofnA or,
more precisely, of the diffusion of X, to the total velocityn is
significant. Therefore the barrier to switching between sta
@X#22@X#1 , which depends uponkout, plays an important
role. We obtain nearly identical results~curve 5! for kb

50.04 or 1 withkf50.2, which suggests that the equilibriu
constantkf /kb does not affect the dependence ofn on kout

~or on @X#2). This conclusion is supported by the fact th
curves 3, 5, and 6, all of which havekf /kb55, show quite
different behavior.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have shown that introducing an inactive, rapidly d
fusing form, R, of the activator species, X, causes signific
changes in the propagation velocity given by the Fishe
Kolmogorov equation~1!.

In general, the velocity of the propagating front depen
on both diffusion coefficientsDX and DR. If kf8.ka , the
wave is ‘‘carried’’ largely by the rapidly diffusing species
and n depends mainly onDR. When kf8,ka ~and kf8!kb8
!dka), only a small amount of the activator is transform
to R, and wave propagation should depend primarily on
andDX . This is indeed the case for the bistable system~2!,
~4!, but, for the monostable system~2!, ~3!, which does not
possess a threshold of@X# for initiating autocatalysis, the
velocity still depends onDR. Very small concentrations of X
far beyond the main visible front can lead to autocataly
and acceleration of the front in system~2!, ~3!. The existence
of a threshold@X#22@X#1 in the bistable system~2!, ~4!
wipes out this effect. The analogous result was obtained
discrete systems19,23–25 and so-called ‘‘cutoff’’ fronts,26

where a threshold was present.
For system~2!, ~4!, at intermediate transformation rate

(kf8,ka) and atkb8,kac(kf)d, the velocity lies between the
limits nA andnC determined by the diffusion rates of pure
and pure R. We have not obtained analytical expressions
n in this range of parameters, where linear stability analy
is not sufficient.

The velocity attains its maximum value whenkf5kb ,
because the system is then able to balance the two ‘‘forc
that tend to drive the wave forward. Ifkf is much larger than
kb , the system is depleted of the activator X, and the au
catalytic reaction slows down, much as occurs if the rate
the decay reaction increases@see Fig. 2~f!#. If, on the other
hand,kb is too large,kb8.kac(kf)d, not enough R is presen
and the system cannot ‘‘take advantage’’ of that spec
more rapid diffusion rate. Ifkf andkb exceed the character
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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istic reaction and diffusion rates of the system@kf8.ka ,kb8
.kac(kf)d#, then X and R reach~pseudo!-equilibrium, and
the results of linear stability analysis describe both syste
~2!, ~3! and ~2!, ~4! well.

Analysis of the full system~O1!–~O7! shows standing
waves1 only whenkf8,ka and kb8,kac(kf)d. It is an open
question whether there is an inherent connection between
existence of two possible velocitiesnA andnC for traveling
waves and the ability to support standing waves.
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